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Development of computational sciences on planetary
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Computer simulations have been recognized as one of the fundamental tools in understanding planetary
formation, evolution and diversity of surface environment. However, is may be notified that the
continuous development of computational abilities in recent years does not seem to be well utilized in
improving numerical simulations in those fields; computational efficiency has been improved by 6 orders
of magnitude compared from the early 90's, many of our simulations do not seem to catch up
qualitatively and quantitatively such improvement. We propose here in this session to ask those who are
interested in computational sciences of various fields not only of planetary formation and evolution but
also of earth and planetary sciences in general to join. The aim is to discuss various scientific and
technical aspects of our numerical simulations to improve our skills to fully utilize those development of
computational resources that is realized or will be realized in near future as "K" to "post-K".
 

 

Development of a rotaging sphrical convection model for
solving atmopspheric motions of the Jovian planets
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Banded structures and alternating zonal jets observed in the surface atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn
have attracted many researchers in planetary atmospheric sciences, however, satisfactory physical
explanations and understandings are not yet obtained. In this study, we perform massive parallel
numerical experiments treating both small scale convection and planetary scale flows simultaneously,
solve fine structures of turbulent motions which have not yet been resolved by the previous numerical
models so far, and try to illustrate dynamical origin of global scale structures of surface flows of Jovian
planets. 
For this purpose, we developed and parallelized an anelastic model of thermal convection in a rotating
spherical shell considering basic radial density variation. The spectral transformation library used in this
model was improved to introduce MPI parallelization not only in the latitude direction but also in the
radial direction. As a result, we succeeded in increasing the number of parallel processes which had been
limited by the number of latitudinal grid points, and more massive parallel numerical experiments became
possible.


